Abstract -We study coding over a class of two-user broadcast channels with additive white Gaussian noise and fading known at the receivers only. Joint decoding of low-density parity-check codes is analyzed. The mes sage update rule at the mapping node linking the users' codes is derived and is shown to exhibit an interesting soft interference cancellation property. Good degree distributions are found using the differential evolution optimization technique and extrinsic information trans fer analysis. The corresponding codes have rates close to the boundary of the achievable region for binary con strained input channels, both with and without fading.
INTRODUCTION A Broadcast Channel (BC) is a multi-terminal network that
cOll8ists of one sender and multiple receivers. The information theoretic capacity region of general BCs is still unknown 30 years after Cover's original problem formulation [IJ. In this work we restrict our attention to two-user Bes with ergodic fading and additive white Gaussian noise. We assume that the fading process is kno".'ll at the receivers but unknown at the transmitter. Tuninetti et al. [2J showed that, as opposed to the degr aded case [3] , stripping at. the best receiver might in cur performance degradation. Instead, the two superimposed codewol'ds must be jointly decoded, like in the multiple access case (3). Our goal is to determine code pairs that perform close to the Shannon limit when superimposed at the transmitter and jointly decoded at one of the receivers only.
In our search for good codes, we concentrate on LDPC (low densi ty parity-check) codes. \Ve are encouraged by recent re sults showing that LDPC codes achieve capacity for binary erasure channels [4) and achieve reliable transmission at an SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) extremely close to the Shannon limit for memory less binary-input Gaussian channels in the unfaded case [5) , in the Rayleigh fading case l6), in the unfaded multiple access case [7J and in the multi-antenna case [8J.
In order to design the degree distributions of "good" LDPC codes, we first derive the stability condition for iterative dec:od ing on the considered broadcast chann'll model and we check the candidat.e codes against this condition in order to ensure vanishing bit-error rate. \Ve then apply the extrinsic informa tion transfer (EXIT) analysis [9) to determine the convergence property of the candidate LDPC ensemble under iterative de coding. Finally, we optimize the degree distributions based on the differential evolution algorithm [5J. For the derived co des, we further investigate the bit-error rate (BER) performance for fin.ite blocklength.
In deriving a multiuser version of the message passing decod ing algorithm, we show that the node linking the users' codes exhibits an illterest:ing �oft interference cancellation property.
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The update rule at such a node amounts to s tripping from the received signal the contri bution from the oth er user's codeword.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we briefly review LDPC codes and the message passing decoding algorithm; in Section III we describe the model for the two-user fading Gaussian Be, we derive an achievable region when the codes are restricted to be binary, we derive the multiuser version of the message pas�ing decoding algorithm and we show that there exist nodes in the graph that perform soft interference cancellation; in Section IV we derive the stability condition, we describe the optimization technique and we comment on the found codes. Finally, in Section V we point out our conclusions,
II. BACKGROUND MATERIAL
In the following we sh all indicate with NR(P., K) (resp. Nc(p., K)) a vector of real (resp. proper complex) Gaussian random variables with mean p. and covaria. nce matrix K, with XI£ } the indicator function of the event E., with Ex the sta tistical average with respec t to the distribution of the random variable X and with 1-1 (-) the inverse of the function f (.).
LDPC codes [10J are a class of random-like linear binary codes with at least one sparse parity-check matrix. They are characterized by the variable and check node degree distribu tions specified by the polynomials
where dv and de are, respectively, the maximum variable and check node degree and where the non-negative coefficients Ai and Pi represent, respectively, the fraction of edges emanating from a variable and check node of degree i. The code design
LDPC codes are efficiently decoded using the sum-product algorithm [11), which is known in this context as the message passing decoding algorithm [4] . In the rest of the section we review the LDPC message-passing decoding algorithm for fad ing single-user Gaussian channels with the primary intention to introduce the notation and to ease the extension to the multiple user case. A complex-valued single-user fading Gaussian channel is de scribed by Y = A X + Ny where A is an ergodic fading process perfectly known at the receiver but unknown at the transmitter, N� rv Nc(O, No) is the additive white Gaussian noise and X is the u8eful signal subject to the power con8traint E\lXI2J ::; P.
Let (3 = PINo be the average transmit SNR. The channel ca pacity CA(J3), in bits per channel use, is (2) and it is achieved by X � NeCD, P) [3] . If the input alphabet is constrained to be binary, then the largest achievable mutual information is JA((3) = EA(J(lAI2,13)] where the function J(x), the j-th function node at the i-th iteration and �t1 indicates the LLR message from the i-th variable node to the j-th function node at the C-th iteration. The yariable nodes are n umbered from 1 to 11 while the ch€{;k nodes from 0 to n -k, with the convention that. 0 indicates the mapping node . The number of iterations is limited to f",ax.
The message passing decoding algorithm is as follows [5J: Initialization (£ = 0): the algorithm starts with the following message "from the channel":
where Ii = PIA, 121 NQ is the instantaneous 5f\'R at the receiver and where m, = Re {y;/$oe-j <:Ai} is the matched-filter out put normalized by the standard deviation of t he noise.
Variable to check node (£ = 1· . . £ln�x);
with the conv ention tt��� = 0.
Check to variable node (t = 1··· l'max): ,,,, ) : the algorithm ends with
�""'tIJ i>O (7) (8)
The l\IAP rule in (4) is approximated by Ci = (1-sign{di} )/2. The (coded) bit errol' rate performance of the above algo rithm is exactly evaluated, in the limit for large blocklength, by using the density evolution technique [4] or can be visualiz ed by using the EXIT chart method [8] . The former method analyti cally tracks the evolution of the probability mass function of a randomly chosen message as th.e decoding progresses, while th.e latter graphically tracks the evolution of a single parameter re lated the probabllity mass function. In Section IV we shall use the (simpler) EXIT chart method to determine the performance of LDPC ensembles used over broadcast channels.
Ill. FADING GAUSSIAN BROADCAST CHANNELS
\Ve consider two-user discrete-time complex-valued memory less BCs without feedback described by y Z (AX +Ny,A) (BX+N.,B) (10) where A and B are ergodic processes instantaneously knovV' n at the corresponding receivers but unknown at the transmitter,
is the additive white Gaussian noise at receiver u E {y, z} aJld X is the transmit signal subject to the power constraint ElIXI2] :S P. The dtannel in (10) models the down link of wireless systems with delay constraints much larger than the fading coherence time and no feedback channel available.
It is easy to verify that the channel in (10) 
where R" is the transmission rate for user-u and where a E [0, 1J, can always be achieved by the input distribution
The region in (11) admits the following interpretation. The transmitter independently generates the codeword V for user-Z and the codeword U for user-Y bbth of unit energy, A fraction 0: of the available power is asSigned to the codeword U and a fraction (1 -a ) to the codeword V. The actual signal se nt over the channel is the superposition X = u..;c;p + V .j (1 -a) P.
User-Z decodes its codeword V by treating the codeword U as noise, while user-Y jointly decodes its own message U and the other user message V.
As in the single-user case, we are interested in comparing the performance achievable with binary codes with respect to the Gaussian codebook in (12). Similarly to the single-user case, we expect no significant loss in p erformance from the use of bi nary codes in the low SNR regime only [12J, In what follows, encoding and decoding are performed as for the Gaussian distri bution, however (U, V) is chosen equally likely in {O, I} X {O, I } .
The achievable region with binary input is given by (11) with C(i3) in (2) replaced by J«(3) in (3). Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the Gaussian region and the b inary achievable region, for the unfaded case and for the Rayleigh fading case, respectively. For large SNR the two regions can be far apart.
A multiuser iterative decoding algorithm. The code words are d€{;oded according to the ?lrAP rule at both receivers.
Let hu.i be the j-th column of the parity-check matrix of the user-u code, x = 0J'(1-2cv) + )(1 -Q)P(l-2ez) be trans mitted signal (the superposition of the two codewords) and y, resp. z, be the vector of the user-Y, resp. of the user-Z, chan nel outputs. The IIAP estimate of the bit Cy,i at the user-Y receiver is where Prlcy, C., yl is given by
The decoding of the bit C.,i at the usel'-Z decoder is completely analogous. Fig. 2 shows the portion of the factor graph repre senting the joint probability in (14) relative to the i-th pair of c oded bits (Cy,i, Cz,i). The symbol s [;u,i,j (LLR messages from the yariable nodes) and P..,.i,j (LLR messages to the variable nodes) have the meaning explained in Section 11 wiih the di f ference that here the first index refers to the user, the second to the coded bit and the third to the parity-check equation.
At each it.eration, messages are exchanged between variable nodes and check nodes on each users' sub-graph (on the left and on the right of the mapper node in Fig. 2 ) according to (7) and (8), as in the single-user case. However, b€fore the next iteration on the users' suhgraphs starts, messages are sent to and received from the mapper node. The message sent to the mapper is while the message sent by the mapper node is [131
where mi = Re {y;j .JNO �-iLA;} is the output of the matched filter, Xu,; = 1 -2Cu.i, and where l'u , i � au P IAi 12 INa is the instantaneous receive SNR ofuser-tt for ay = l-Ctz = 0-E [0, IJ.
Because of the complete symmetry with respect to the t.wo user s , the message 11o,i,0 equals (lG) with all the subsc ripts y and z interchanged. Similarly, at the user-Z decoder, t.he mapper node message is computed as in (16) but with (y;, Ai) replaced by (Zi, B;). \Vhen user·Z is allotted zero power, i.e., l'z.i '" 0, the message in (16) reduces to the "channel observation" in (6) and does not change with the iterations.
The Ill a pp er node as a soft interference canceller.
The flow of information through the mapper represented by (16) implies that a message referring to a particular user-Y bit is also a function of the other user's bits. Because the bitwise 1-1AP decoder in (13) is inherently a Single-user decoder, the pl'esence of the user-Z codeword in the received signal is never beneficial. \Ve therefore expect that the ma pper node somehow performs the cancellation of the interference due to the other user codeword to enhance the reliability of the messages.
The interpretation of the expression in (16) as soft interference cancellation comes from the following observation.
The function ft(x) = log(cosh(x + t)) -log(cosh(x -t)) for x E lR is an odd function for any value of the parameter t and, Interestingly, the above can be interpreted as hard interference cancellation. In fact, the term "signHz.i,O + 4m;J"kj}" is the "best" hard estimate of the user-Z transmitted bit in a si ngle user perspective when the node is given the channel obsen'ation m; and the sum of all the messages from the check nodes rep resented by �z.;.o (recall that the decision rule in the single-user case is given by (9)). Given the hard estimate of the user Z symbol x,,;, the mapper node passes to the user-Y variable node C lI ,i the received signal m; cleaned from the contribution of Xo,i. As opposed to the soft interference cancellation in (16), the hard interference cancellation in (18) may suffer from ermr propagation especially when the user-Z bit reliability is low, i.e., 1';.,;,0 + 4mi�1 «: 1.
\Ve are now ready to investigate the bit error rate perfor mance of the derived multi-user iterative message passing de coding algorithm.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The bit error probabili ty after l'max decoding iterations is Pbit(n) = Pr [2:c2"o/-t��i:�x) of Xu,;, U E {y,z}]. Our goal is to find degree distributions (.\, p) which result in codes with Pbit(n) ---. 0 as n -> 00. As in the single-user case [4] , it suffices to analyze the average performance of the LDPC ensemble and to restrict attention to the cycle-free case. The average perfor mance of an LDPC en semble can be analyzed either analytically with the de nsity evolution technique [4] or graphically with the EXIT chart method [9] . In the following we shall use the density evolut.ion technique to derive the stability conditions for LDPC codes used over BCs and then we shall turn to the EXIT chart method to optimize the degree distributions.
The stability condition. The stability condition charac terizes the behavior of density evolution when, with probability almost one, the density of the LLR messages has a mass pOint at infinity. We generalize the approach of [4] in order to derive the stability conditions for the pair of codes used on a Be.
It can be shown [13] that the stability condition at the user-V receiver , where both codewords are jointly decoded, decouples into two independent conditions, one for each code. Reliable dec oding is hence possible if
At the user-Z receiver only the codeword for user-Z is decoded by treating the user-Y codeword as noise. old of the corresponding LDPC ensemble. Then, by using the differential evolution algorithm (5, 6, 14], we modify the found degree distribution and we check whether the new one has ei ther a higher threshold or a higher rate for the same threshold.
The discussion on the numerical results concludes the section.
Numerical results. Using the above mentioned code search procedure, we found LDPC codes with (approximate) SNR thresholds close to their Shannon limit for both unfaded and Rayleigh fading channels. For each channel, we considered sev eral values of 0 E [0,1) each corresponding to a different power share and hence resulting in a different rate point. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the acruevable rate region for binary input and the optimized code rate pairs. The code rate pairs are very close to the closure of the achievable region for both channel models.
We notice (due to space limitations we cannot report all the found codes here, see [13J for an exhaustive list) that codes with higher maximum variable node degree have lower SNR thresh olds, as remarked in [5J. Intuition would indeed agree that 
centrated around a single degree whose value depends on the average receive SNR Also, the overall form of the degree distri butions are similar for the unfaded and the fading case. where IA.c is the mutual information of the incoming (a pri ori) message at the check node. Because the output of one component becomes the input of the other component, we have IA,c = lE,1' and lA,l' = IE,c. Subject to the approximations inherent in EXIT charts , reliable decoding is possible if
In our multiuser setting , we extend the idea of (23) to track the mut.ual information of the coded bits in both codewords. The recursion becomes where I�t) is the mutual information of the user-u coded bits at iteration e and '<"-0, u l' a, is the mapping node input-output characteristic from user-u to user-a. The fUllctions 0" and 1)u in (24), u, E {y, z}, are given by (21) and (22), respectively, computed for the degree distributions of the user-u code. Notice that the fixed information Ie}, from the channel in (21) has been replaced by the varying infonnation from the mapping node .
The mapping node EXIT functions '<U-I> cannot be expressed in closed form and are estimated by Monte-Carlo simulation.
The multiuser equivalent of the condition for reliable decod ing in (23) is l�t) -> 1, as e -> 00, for u E {y, z}. In our code search we verify this condition to ensure the asymptotic conver gence of the iterative decoding algorithm when applied to the candidate LDPC ensemble.
The concentration theorem [4J ensures that for sufficiently large blocklength almost every code in the ensemble will have vanishing probability of error, if the receiver SNR is above the ensemble threshold. This condition was enforced in our code search. However , we are also interested in the code performance for finite blocklengths. As an example, Fig. 5 show s the user-l' bit error rate performance for the following codes
pz(x) = 0.45642x 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we studied the performance of LDPC codes on Gaussian BCs with fading. We showed that good degree dis tribution pairs can be found to approach the Shannon limit for binary constrained inputs. We computed the stability condi tions the pair of codes must satisfy in order to eIlEure vanishing probability of error for large blocklength and infinite iterations. \Ve enforced this condition when optimizing the degree distribu tions by using both the EXIT chart method and the differential evolution algorit.hm. We showed that the optimized code oper ate at about IdE of their threshold for finite blocklength.
''Ve derived a mult.iuser iterative message passing decoding algorithm for joint decoding of the user codewords at the best receive r and for single-user decoding at the worst receiver. In applying the sum-product update rule to deriving the joint mes sage passing decoding algorithm, we found that the message update rule at the mapping node linking the users' codes is equivalent to soft intelference cancellation. Interesting, a low complexity implementation of the optimal update rule at the mapper is shown to be equivalent to hard interference cancella tion. 
